
NAAAHR NEW JERSEY IS FOUR

YEARS STRONG
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On Jan. 21, we celebrated a special anniversary! Four years ago, our

chapter relaunched in the State of New Jersey to continue the

NAAAHR national mission of creating and delivering development

and networking opportunities  for Black HR and business

professionals and the organizations they support. Check out some of

the memories we captured from that amazing event and some of the

very special guests who shared it with us!
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A LESSON IN FINANCIAL

LITERACY
What's the difference between being rich

and being wealthy? On October 24th, Sr.

Financial Advisor Arleatha Williams shared

some valuable nuggets on establishing

financial security | p. 04

A NEW MEMBER SPARKS 

A STELLAR PARTNERSHIP

NAAAHR-NJ member Courtni Clarke

starts a conversation that builds a

business partnership that can support

Black talent and career movement. 

| pgs 02-03

WITH A NEW YEAR,

NEW HOPE
A new year holds the promise and the

hope for movement to a different

place in our communities and our lives.

Join us in the movement. | p. 04



NAAAHR NEW JERSEY AND CLARITY

RECRUITING JOIN "PEOPLEFORCES"

On January 19, 2021  NAAAHR New Jersey and Clarity Recruiting, a

boutique, woman-owned recruitment agency based in New York City,

launched a partnership based on their  mutual mission of fostering

diverse, equitable and inclusive environments within the professional

organizations each work to build. 

This alliance was spurred after Courtni Clarke, a Clarity Recruiting

professional, attended our January 25 "Renaissance 2020"

celebration and subsequently joined NAAAHR New Jersey as a

member and shared her enthusiasm about her firm’s active and

historical commitment to sourcing diverse talent for its clients. 

A closer connection between Clarity and the NAAAHR New Jersey

Chapter then blossomed into deeper conversations between

NAAAHR-NJ president Vanessa Phipps, the NAAAHR-NJ  Board

and Clarity Recruiting CEO, Moira Dorst who, after details of the

partnership were determined shared, “This partnership is the next

action-oriented step in Clarity’s Commitment to end

discrimination in hiring while gaining access to an incredible pool

of talent and resources we look forward to working with closely.”

(Click here to read more about the NAAAHR New Jersey x Clarity

Recruiting partnership!

We couldn't announce this great news without inviting Courtni to

share her own "story." And we have no doubt you'll be as

impressed with her as we are!

IN HER WORDS...

O u r  i n t e r v i e w  w i t h  N A A A H R - N J
m e m b e r  C o u r t n i  C l a r k e

Q: Tell us a bit about yourself and how

you discovered NAAAHR and specifically,

the New Jersey chapter of NAAAHR?

 

A: I’ve been an HR professional for

almost ten years and have been focused

on recruitment since 2018. I love what I

do! It allows me to make a significant

impact on the lives of others. The

experience of meeting new candidates

and helping them motivates me. I have a

chance to listen to and help clarify their

needs while advocating for them as they

strive toward their career goals.

 

As for how I discovered NAAAHR-NJ,

the seed was actually planted at a

Clarity event! At Clarity, we have

semi-annual HR Breakfast Seminars with

our Employment Law Partner, Davis &

Gilbert LLP. We invite our HR network to

these events to keep them, and

ourselves, up to date on HR laws and

timely changes as they unfold. After a

seminar last year, I was introduced to

Karen Robinson, who is on the board as

the VP of External Affairs & Engagement

with NAAAHR-NJ. We quickly

connected and I started to support her as

her recruitment partner. Karen shared

her duties as a member of the New Jersey

Chapter, and told me how they support

African Americans in HR ー and

other industries, too. In early 2020, Karen

invited me to attend a NAAAHR

event, their anniversary celebration,

“Renaissance 2020”,  a special tribute to

the Black Renaissance of the 1920s. That

is where it all started ー and serves as

proof that at least something good came

out of 2020!  [cont'd on next page]
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The experience of meeting
new candidates and helping

them motivates me.

https://clarityrecruiting.com/2021/01/19/naaahr-nj-x-clarity/


Courtni Clarke and Clarity  [cont'd]

Q: What drew you to NAAAHR in

general? 

 

A: When I attended the

celebration, I was a little nervous

because I only knew Karen at the

time. That quickly changed. I met

some new HR professionals and

even an acquaintance who was

connected to NAAAHR. I also met

Vanessa Phipps, the Board

President. She was extremely kind

and greeted me with a smile. I

remember her going around the

venue taking time to speak to

everyone. There were a few

speakers that shared their

experiences, trends in the market,

and goals for the new year.

Attendees left the event with

tools on how we can be better at

what we do by improving HR

processes, learning &

development as well as

recruiting. I loved that NAAAHR

represents the underrepresented,

talented faces of Human

Resources across the country. I

knew immediately that I wanted

to surround myself with

these kinds of leaders.

Q: Tell us about Clarity Recruiting

and your role there. What

differentiates Clarity from other

recruiting agencies? 

 

A: We are a women-owned

recruitment firm that specializes

in building better teams for our

clients, and helping our job-

seeking candidates find the next

steps in their careers. We serve as

an extension of our Clients’ HR

and Recruitment Teams.

One of our key differentiators is

that we take a uniquely

personalized approach to

recruitment and team building. We

make sure to meet all candidates

face-to-face ー even if that means

a one-on-one FaceTime or Zoom

like it has in 2020! The next notable

differentiator is our Commitment to

encouraging diverse, equitable and

inclusive environments within our

walls, and inside those of our

clients. I actually came to Clarity as

a job-seeking candidate, and I felt

an immediate difference from other

agencies just upon walking into our

office. A lot of agencies get a bad

rap for either being pushy or

negligent, but it was clear to me

that Clarity got it right and filled the

void I felt in my prior agency

dealings. Now that I’m a team

member, I know it’s true. The model

in our approach has brought us

wonderful partnerships with clients

and has allowed us to help

candidates find their dream roles.

The key ingredient is a meaningful

human connection. We are boutique

in size so our team is small but

mighty. We are able to perform on

par with larger agencies while

maintaining the highest quality

service associations, and businesses

—especially companies—to provide

information of interest.

Q: What does the future of

recruiting hold in 2021? 

 

A: I wish we could predict the

future, especially after the year we

just had! One thing is clear this year

however, and that is that building a

diverse team will become non-

negotiable, not just a “nice to have.”

I hope we can eliminate having to

service the request for diversity all

together as it eventually becomes

the expectation. I think a 

professional team is its strongest

when it has members who come

from different backgrounds and are

empathetic, independent thinkers. I

am hopeful that this can be the

year that more CEOs and Hiring

Leaders will recognize the value of

diversity within their organizations.

This recognition would be one of

the most significant steps towards

progress toward equity in

recruitment and I’m motivated to be

a part of it this year.

Q: What does this partnership mean

to you, and your business? 

 

A: This partnership is very important

to me. As a woman of color in

recruitment, I want to create

opportunities in environments

where, oftentimes, faces like mine

aren’t represented. I saw a pain

point through my own professional

experience, a lack of diversity. I

realized there was a lot of talent

out there without access to

opportunities, so I’ve made it

a personal mission to bridge that

gap. It's not a new pain point of

course, but it's been amplified over

the past year. It’s more important

than ever to take action in the

community and in the professional

world, and not just talk about

it. Thankfully, Clarity agrees and is

committed to doing so.

I have the chance to leave a

footprint as a Black woman in HR,

and I want to create a legacy and

pave the way for those behind me

as well with limited access to

opportunity. This is the first of many

steps forward, and I’m grateful for

NAAAHR to be by my side as we

move forward, and for Clarity to

support this important work.
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WHEN'S THE LAST TIME YOU DISCUSSED 

YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE WITH FAMILY?

Sr. Financial Advisor Arleatha Williams was our NAAAHR-NJ

presenter at our Fall Member Meet-up. She shared, 

in part, that A 2019 survey showed that families do not 

spend enough time making financial decisions and 

planning for the future, that conversations amongst 

family members are limited - and in fact:

• 55% do not save regularly for retirement

• 51% do not have emergency savings

• 52% do not own life insurance

• 79% do not have up-to-date wills

It's not too late to start the conversation! Click on 

Arleatha's name above her photo if you'd like to set up

a free get-to-know-you chat!

STAY UP-TO-DATE WITH 

HR THE PARTNER

Former NAAAHR-NJ COO Denise Smith, after 30+

years of partnering with HR leaders, is now the

founder of HRthePartner, LLC., [HRTP] The core of

HRTP's work is strategic problem solving, coaching,

counseling, and policy review and creation across

minority-owned business structures. As an HR

professional, she is a valued, influential partner who’s

highly ethical, objective, thoughtful, insightful,

decisive, compassionate, and an exceptional listener!

Read HRTP's January Newsletter here.

2021 AND THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME

Kamala Harris, Amanda Gorman, Lloyd Austin, Raphael

Warnock, Melanie Campbell...all names that will continue to

shape the history of our country and add to the pride we can

take in our own Black Power and Purpose. How can we help

to empower you, our members and supporters? We're

building out our calendar, but it won't be the same without

having your voices in the room. Email us with your thoughts

on what you'd like NAAAHR NEW JERSEY 2021 to be for you!

Arleatha Will iams, RICP® MBA

Senior Financial Advisor
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https://hrthepartner.com/
https://myemail.constantcontact.com/STAY-IN-THE-KNOW---January-Newsletter.html?soid=1135128515734&aid=opxCwy5643o
https://hrthepartner.com/
http://naaahrnj.org/
https://www.naaahrnj.org/
https://fa.wellsfargoadvisors.com/eco/Meet-The-Team.htm


NAAAHR NEW JERSEYNAAAHR NEW JERSEY   

JANUARY 21,  2017  RELAUNCHJANUARY 21,  2017  RELAUNCH

S H A R I N G  M E M O R I E S  F R O M  O U R  P A S T  A S  W E  M O V E  I N T O  O U R  F U T U R E !

2017  NAAAHR-NJ BOARD WELCOME TO OUR ATTENDEES

OUR PARTNERS :  

THE NJ CHAPTER ,  NAT 'L BLACK MBA ASSN

SOME OF OUR CORPORATE ATTENDEES

NAAAHR COO ,  IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT &

THE MRS ,  NAAAHR NAT 'L CHAIRMAN ,  &  OUR

SPECIAL PRESENTERS/GUESTS

 

SOUTH JERSEY IN THE HOUSE !
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